DM Rowen
Okay, anyone have a recap?
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Recap: We landed on the island with orders to get any artifacts on the island, and to chart out stuff to large to carry. We got there and headed toward a tower on the SE side of the island, where Granius went batcrap on berries, seeing dragons flying to the northern mountains. Heading that way, Granius tackles a turtleduck, and we all battle a giant moose. We also stumble across a bone that points us to the northwest. Going there, we discover a river that heals wounds and can bring creatures back from death or even undeath. We continue traveling, reaching a ruin that's guarded by an invisible force field. A dragonborn then appeared and spoke to us in an unknown language, and that's where it ended.
Machaira Gallatin
We landed on Theressa, and began exploring. Most notably, we've seen a strange metal tower that seemed to be a sort of shrine to dead dragons, large flying creatures overhead, strange berries that give visions of said dead dragons, odd tear-shaped rocks, and a magic river that revives dead duck-turtles. We also saw the ghost of a dragon after finding it's bone. We engaged in dread combat with a fell moose, and observed the sundry antics of Granius. Finally we reached a some barrier-protected ruins deep in the mountains on the north side of the island, at the source of the aforementioned magic stream, where we saw a strange dragonborn. Along the way we had a lot of fun.
DM Rowen
Hot dam.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Ha! I'm back in the game!
Sarton
So you have recaps for Rowen, but not me? :P
Machaira Gallatin
So, Rowen, which recap wins? :-)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Hey, I didn't have a recap for him yesterday. :P
DM Rowen
I like them both, let me get to post what happens next.
DM Rowen
As you stand just outside of the clearing you take in the full view of what is before you. The clearing is set inside of grove of beautiful cherry trees that are in blossom. From the very rocks below your feet water burbles up from the ground and gathers as it moves southward forming the river that you followed here.
DM Rowen
Inside the clearing stand 6 giant white stones. They all just up from the grass earth in the clearing and point upwards to the sky towering over everything else. This whole scene lies nestled in the heart of what you believe to be the northern mountains on the island. On all side of you are large cliffs that stretch farther up into the heavens.
DM Rowen
In the center of the clearing you can see another bush that looks much like the teardrop plants that you saw before on the cliff and in the tower.
DM Rowen
To the west of the clearing is an opening in cliffs much like the one you stand at now.  From there you can see more white stones and water gurgling up between them and moving off to the west.
DM Rowen
Standing in the clearing staring at you with a curious gleam in its eyes is what looks a large dragonborn. Only this one has a longer tail that extends far behind it and twitches. Tucked up against its back are massively large leathery looking wings. This creature does not look so much white as you first thought but is more of a silver color.
DM Rowen
As it stares at you and you at it, it raises its left hand and points at you. Suddenly the invisible wall that blocked your path is no longer invisible. Be for you is what looks like the side of a silver dome that covers the whole clearing. It blocks your view of the inside of the clearing but only for a moment. The part of the dome in front of you splits in two and opens before you.
DM Rowen
The creature extends its other hand and beckons you all forward into the clearing.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I curiously step forward, nodding to the creature. "Hello."
DM Rowen
Go.
Machaira Gallatin
I approach.
Sarton
I enter behind the others.
DM Rowen
It utters something to you that sounds like hisses, clicks and lots of "phh" noises.
Sarton
Is it some kind of dragonborn language that I know about?
DM Rowen
It not like anything you have ever heard before.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Err... we come in peace?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Where's one of those sages when you need 'em, anyway?"
Sarton
I raise my voice. "Uh, hi. We," I gesture to the others, "are explorers. We are friendly." I try to pantomime friendliness.
DM Rowen
It lowers its hands and the dome closes behind you and then goes invisible once more. 
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I look up at the now invisible ceiling. "Okay, that's just plain cool."
DM Rowen
It looks from Sarton to Abbrupt looking confused. 
Sarton
"Uh, guys, we're trapped in here now."
Machaira Gallatin
I tense up at concern over being trapped.
Machaira Gallatin
And eye the creature warily.
DM Rowen
(Granius is with the group also, just really quite.)
Machaira Gallatin
(How odd.)
Sarton
"Abbie, hold my mace for a moment."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I carefully take the mace, trying not to act threateningly.
Sarton
I eat one of my berries.
Machaira Gallatin
(What is it with the nicknames in this party? Abbie, MG, and Grani? LOL.)
DM Rowen
The creature turns away from everyone and speaks to someone or something else in the clearing.  Wait a few seconds and then talks again to what ever is or is not there.
DM Rowen
Sarton eats the berry. Its tastes okay, but nothing happen.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Hmm... maybe..."
Machaira Gallatin
"The berry did nothing, Sar?"
Sarton
(Sarton is just that kinda guy.)
Sarton
"Nope, nothing."
DM Rowen
The creature then turns back to the party and looks at Sarton and motions him to move closer.
Sarton
I approach warily.
Machaira Gallatin
"You are a dragonborn..."
Sarton
"Thank you, Abbie. I'd forgotten."
DM Rowen
It moves up to Sarton as he approaches.  It places both of its hands on his face, leans in and then kisses him.
Machaira Gallatin
(I'm "MG" or Machaira)
Sarton
(Oh, oops. Sorry.)
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Um..."
DM Rowen
It then utters something again.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...It’s mating season?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Don't be stupid."
Sarton
"Yes. And, uh, that was kind of uncomfortable, you know."
Sarton
(That was spoken to the dragonborn-guy, not you guys.)
DM Rowen
It utters something back at him that you don't understand.
Sarton
I keep speaking to the dragonborn. "I see. Will that work on the others?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Wait... you can understand him now?"
DM Rowen
It then looks to Abbrupt and motions him forward.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Um... okay, this could get awkward..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I step forward.
Sarton
"Don't worry, it's not that bad."
DM Rowen
It places both hands on the sides of Abbrupt's cheeks and kisses him on the lips.
DM Rowen
Then it motions to MG to come forward.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I stumble, slightly.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Woo!)
Machaira Gallatin
I advance and go through the ceremony too.
DM Rowen
It does at it did before and then motions to Granius who also comes over and receives a kiss.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I'm surprised Granius sat still for that..."
DM Rowen
"There, now you all should understand me.  Am I right?"
Sarton
"He is oddly quiet suddenly."
Sarton
"You forgot Angie."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Ah. That's much better. Thank you."
Machaira Gallatin
"...Yes. How did you do that?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Wait... come to think of it... where IS Angrissa?"
DM Rowen
"I'm sorry, I forgot who?"
Sarton
". . . oh. Huh. That is a good question."
DM Rowen
(Hold on a sec.)
Machaira Gallatin
"One of our companions. A dwarf."
Sarton
"She's not here right now."
Machaira Gallatin
"She was just above us on the rocks..."
Machaira Gallatin
I frown in irritation at having lost track of one of my companions. Not the sort of thing a competent bodyguard does.
Sarton
"At any rate, you've probably got ancient secrets and the like for us, so you can just start now and we'll catch Angie up later."
Sarton
I take my mace back from Abbie, and daydream about ancient secrets.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"AHHHHHH--"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Wait, this is awesome. Woohoo!"
Sarton
"Angie?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I look around. "What the..."
DM Rowen
The creature looks up and points its fingers.  The silver dome reappears and opens form the top and Angi flies in on her cloaks, floating to the ground.
Machaira Gallatin
Fly as in fly or fly as fall?
DM Rowen
She lands on the ground a little heave but is not hurt.
DM Rowen
(Fall.)
DM Rowen
(But softly.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I untie the cloaks and put the brown one away again.
DM Rowen
"This must be the other that you spoke of."
Sarton
"Angie, you need kiss that dragonborn."
Machaira Gallatin
"Indeed."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Hello, everyone. What'd I miss?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"..."
DM Rowen
The creature motions you to come towards it.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I step forward hesitantly.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"It'll be fine." I pat Angrissa on the back as she passes.
DM Rowen
It places its hands on your cheeks and kisses you on the lips and then steps back.
Machaira Gallatin
While this takes place, I jot down hurried notes in my notebook.
DM Rowen
"Okay, now where is the other?"
Sarton
"That's everyone."
DM Rowen
It looks around the clearing for some one else.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Yeah, I think..." I do a quick headcount. "That's everyone."
DM Rowen
"What? This cannot be.  There was one more that was sent here.  With out her the light will fade..."  She looks horrified.
Machaira Gallatin
"Sent? By whom?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Sent here?"
Sarton
"There have never been more than five of us."
DM Rowen
"Are you sure there is no one else?  A female that looks like him?"  She points at MG.  "She is very powerful.  She should have come."
Machaira Gallatin
"We were sent to this island by an elf named Faringer and a human named Carnys."
Machaira Gallatin
"Carnys does have magical powers...she stayed on the ship."
Sarton
"MG, do you have a wizard sister or something?"
DM Rowen
"On the ship?  What is a ship?"
Machaira Gallatin
"No, no one in my family has magical training, that I'm aware of. It's not easy for humans to get it."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Vessels... sails the dangerous seas of Mote. You don't have any boats or ships?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Umm...a ship? A thing made of wood that floats on the ocean. Pushed by the wind."
Sarton
"A ship is a large, wooden thing that floats on the water. We use it to travel across the ocean."
Machaira Gallatin
"Yeah. That."
DM Rowen
"Boats?"  She speaks the word, testing it on her tongue. 
Machaira Gallatin
"Hmm..."
DM Rowen
"Ocean, that is the vast expanse no?"
Sarton
"Angie and Abbie are our experts on the subject."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I think I can get a message to her, if you like."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"You can?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I hold up my book., the one for keeping notes.
Machaira Gallatin
"If you mean by the notebooks, I just tried it."
DM Rowen
"So you do know of the other that should be here."  Its face brightens up.
DM Rowen
"And you can speak with her?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Well... to her. I think the only way we can receive a response is if she arrives at the mountain."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"That assumes that she or the captain are monitoring the books, and not letting them sit."
DM Rowen
"Tell her that the light in her calls for her to move now. Time grows short.  Oh so short."
Machaira Gallatin
I write that message in my notebook.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Right..." I jot that exact message down.
DM Rowen
A message appears in your books almost at once, "Who told you that?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Erm... What's your name, again?"
DM Rowen
The creature moves over to the group and looks at the books.  "Ciroth, Ciroth the Peacful."
Machaira Gallatin
I write "A dragonborn named 'Ciroth'."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I jot that down.
DM Rowen
Nothing comes back in the book.
DM Rowen
"What is a dragonborn?" Asks Ciroth.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I point at Sarton. "That."
Machaira Gallatin
"A creature like Sarton," I point, "or...mostly, sort of, like you. Though not quite..."
DM Rowen
It looks at Sarton. "An overgrown salamander?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I try to stifle a chuckle.
Machaira Gallatin
I stifle a chuckle.
DM Rowen
Ciroth look utterly lost looking form the group to Sarton and back.
Machaira Gallatin
"What are you, Ciroth?"
DM Rowen
"I? I am the last of the Kin."
Angrissa Wavestrike
I whisper to Sarton, "I'd hate to meet the salamanders here."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Ah. Well, I am a dwarf. Abbrupt Ceakiten, at your service."
DM Rowen
It stands up tall and spreads it wings.  They stretch form one side of the clearing to almost the other.  "I am all that is left of the once great and noble Dragons who ruled this world."
Machaira Gallatin
I gasp.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Nifty."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"When you say "this world", how far do you mean? Just this island?; the nearby islands, or all of them?
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"So, what do you do around here? Doesn't seem like there's anybody around... save for the moose’s. Meese?"
DM Rowen
Ciroth folds her wing back in and then walks around one of the rock and then sits on the ground.
DM Rowen
She motions for you to join her.
Machaira Gallatin
I do so.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I sit down with her, pulling out my hairbrush.
DM Rowen
Sarton and Granius sit as well.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I sit down.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I then start brushing my hair as we talk.
DM Rowen
"Well, this world once was ours, or rather theirs.  The strayed from the light and our, their world shattered."
DM Rowen
"I'm all that was left after the sacrifice and the breaking."
Machaira Gallatin
"Theirs? They?"
DM Rowen
"There were others but they have turned their eyes to the darkness and have become lost."
Sarton
"Hey, sorry guys, I was thinking about something else. Who are you calling a salamander?"
DM Rowen
She looks back at Sarton, "Tell me, to which of the dragons of old do you trace your blood?"
DM Rowen
"Where are your wings, your tail?  You look like no dragon that I know of."
DM Rowen
"But that does not matter."
Sarton
"Well, Mom used to say we're descended from Pharos, but that we've, well, shrunk over time for reasons I was not entirely sure of."
Sarton
"Anyway, go on."
DM Rowen
She perks up at the mention of Pharos.  "Who is this that you speak of?"
Sarton
"A dragon, our mighty ancestor. Probably a myth."
DM Rowen
"Dragons are no myths."
Sarton
"I meant that specific dragon."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Oh... were their dwarf-eating habits myths too?"
DM Rowen
"But to understand you must first look within yourselves.  You have all been called her by my master because your lights are so strong."
DM Rowen
She looks at Abbrupt, "I do not know."
Machaira Gallatin
"…YOUR master? You, an actual living DRAGON, have a master?"
Sarton
I look down at my feet meditatively.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I start taking notes, but only in my journal.
DM Rowen
"A dragon?  I am what remain of the dragons but I am no dragon.  I'm nothing but a Kin."
Sarton
"What's a Kin?"
DM Rowen
She ponders this.
DM Rowen
"Perhaps the best place to start is at the end."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Hang on."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I hand my book to Ciroth. "It's for you."
DM Rowen
She gets up and motions for you all to follow her to the center of the clearing.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I also hand over the pen.
Sarton
I follow.
Machaira Gallatin
I follow.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I follow as well.
DM Rowen
She takes both.  "Eat and learn."  She points to the blood teardrop berries on the plant.
Machaira Gallatin
I eat another berry.
Sarton
I take a berry off the plant and eat it.
DM Rowen
Then she walks away a bit and sits down with the book open and the pen in her hand.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I hesitantly take a berry and eat it.
DM Rowen
Granius happily eats another berry and then a second one.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I sigh and eat a berry as well.
DM Rowen
As you all bite into the berries the juice fills your mouth. Never has anything tasted so good as this little berry does. The flavor overwhelms you as the juice trickles down your throats. You all stand there in amazement looking at each other in stocked silence.
DM Rowen
Then before your very eyes the 6 white stones around you change form and shift each into a dragon. All 6 dragons stand around you in a circle and look down upon you. As you follow their gazes you see that they are not looking at you but past you to where the teardrop plant once was. 
DM Rowen
In its place now stands a spectral female figure. Her very shape seems to quiver and the colors that make up her form change from the deepest of reds to the lightest of pinks before going a soft blue. The colors keep changing making it impossible for you to make out who or what the female might be.
DM Rowen
One of the dragons above you, one that is a dark shade of red speaks. “We cannot do this without you. We have tried and failed. Many of us have fallen today because of that terrible darkness. You must help us. With out you we will all di…”
DM Rowen
The specter cuts off the dragon, “Without me? You turned from me long ago and sought after only your own powers in this world. And now only when the end draws near do you seek me out. Where were you during the peace that I gave you and your people? Did you seek me then? Why should I save you from yourselves when you have not looked to me for so long? What help do you deserve from me?” She ends shouting at the dragon, but her voice does not sound mad or angry. Her words are full of pain and sadness and the very air itself seems to weep as she speaks.
DM Rowen
All the dragons close their eyes and hang their heads in shame at her words. They seem to be truly humbled at her words. You can see tears forming in the eyes of two of the dragons. Another of the dragons raises its head and opens its mouth to speak but is cut off by the specter waving her hand at it and speaking. “I know of every excuse you have for your actions but no of them make up for your arrogance and pride that you have let blind you. I ask you again, what help do you deserve from me?” She looks back to the first dragon that spoke.
DM Rowen
The dark red dragon opens his eyes, tears spilling down them as it looks at the specter. “We deserve no help from you. We deserve this great destruction that we have brought upon ourselves. We are sorry…I am sorry for…” Its words are lost in what can only be sobs as tears fall from its eyes.
DM Rowen
“My dearest Gramzoran, my love for has not changed with time, nor has it changed for any of you.” He voice sounds like soft music as she speaks and looks from one dragon to another. “I have long waited for the day you all would seek me out again. I just wish it was not so late, for your fates are now all set and your lights are dim.” She looks back the dark red one she addressed as Gramzoran, ”What would you ask of me?”
DM Rowen
Gramzoran weakly smiles and speaks, “There is yet light left in other parts of the world. We would that these lights not be overcome by the darkness. While we are have not the power to save them we know that you can. We are ready and willing to do what ever you ask of us to save these lights.”
DM Rowen
“You wish to save the others lives on this planet? Are you truly ready to sacrifice yourselves for them?” She looks from dragon to drago and, each meets her gaze. “Good, your times have come to an end but know before you pass that I will take your powers and use them to seal away the darkness for a time.”
DM Rowen
After she finishes speaking she touches each dragon on its nose and as she does you see the dragon shrink and change its form until it looks much like Ciroth does.  As they shrink she grows and the colors began to change for frequently and faster.  After she has taken the powers from the last of the dragons her eye suddenly burn brighter then the very sun and she looks at each of you for the first time.  
DM Rowen
“Do not fail me when I call on you.”
DM Rowen
Everything changes back to how it was before. You are standing in the clearing. Ciroth is sitting on the grass with one the little black book next to her. Those 6 white stones are gone.
Machaira Gallatin
...
Sarton
"I am confused."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...What?"
Machaira Gallatin
"What...who was that?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Just once I'd like for the whole world to *not* be about to implode."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Seriously."
Machaira Gallatin
I whisper to Angie "You've had to deal with an imploding world before?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Being a bodyguards sounds tame by comparison"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...But... I don't understand..."
DM Rowen
"The world once was at peace.  But the dragons of old invited the darkness here and ever since peace has been fleeting."
Sarton
"So, if I may employ some deductive reasoning, that is how the various intelligent species of Mote began, which means it happened a very long time ago. Just long enough, presumably, that the mysterious 'darkness' is now coming back, and somehow we got metaphysically conscripted into stopping it."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Well... I've read about it before, a lot of times. I've never actually been in this situation before, though. Normally I just deal with bandits looking for easy pickings."
Machaira Gallatin
"Wait...so are you trying to us, Ciroth, that the...whoever that was in the vision...called US?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Like, us personally?"
DM Rowen
"The darkness is not so much returning as being released.  Its prison lies on the western side of this land."
Sarton
"What is this darkness, and what do we do to it?"
DM Rowen
"Yes, she knows you all.  She called to you then and you chosen to come.  Everything has led you to this moment."
DM Rowen
"Have you eaten any of the other berries on this island?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Umm...so is someone releasing this ancient darkness thingy?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"No, can't say that I have.
Sarton
"You saw me eat one ten minutes ago."
Machaira Gallatin
"Yes, I ate a berry from the plant in the brass tower."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"No, I try not to do crazy things unless I have no other choice."
Sarton
"Granius ate the most of any of us."
DM Rowen
She smiles at MG, "Then tell me what was the darkness in the tower.  What was the end of the dragons?"
Machaira Gallatin
"They were all killed by a large gray dragon..."
DM Rowen
Granius: "Oh, that really big dragon!"
Machaira Gallatin
"That dragon...that's the 'darkness'?"
DM Rowen
"Yes, Abaddon is its name.  The dragons made it.  Born from their ignorance."
Sarton
"What for?"
DM Rowen
"They thought themselves to be equal to my, to their true master and made life.  But they made it from the only think they could find after turning away from the light.  Darkness."
Machaira Gallatin
"So they made this thing, it killed them all, but that...whoever, your master, helped them defeat it, but they lost their lives as penalty for their own wrongdoing in the process, sacrificing themselves to rectify their error. And now your...master, wants us to fight it? Are we supposed to kill it?"
DM Rowen
"Yes."
DM Rowen
She stares at each of you unblinking, a solemn look on her face.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Now hold on a minute..." I step forward.
Sarton
"This may conflict with my long-term goals. I don't suppose I have a choice?"
DM Rowen
"We always have choices, you have chosen to come here and to do this.  Look at yourself.  See the light that shines within each of you."
Sarton
"Your master . . . is she Phol-Phoram?"
DM Rowen
Granius looks down at his arms and then jumps up screaming, "Whoa!  I'm glowing!  What did that berry do to me?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Somehow being one of the chosen light-warriors was never something I expected to do, back when I was growing up," I mutter.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"You expect us to believe that we were all chosen gods-know how long ago for a task a bunch of dragons on an island none of us had ever even heard of before. To fight off this impending darkness-mc-bobber that's threatening Mote. And that your master thing created all life as we know it?"
Machaira Gallatin
(Are we all glowing like Granius?)
DM Rowen
Ciroth look at Sarton and smiles.
DM Rowen
"She did not create all life, only some."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Hey, Ciroth, you're not going to disappear as soon as we kill Abaddon, right?"
Sarton
I sigh. "A god has never asked me for a favor before. I guess I'd better do this."
DM Rowen
"I do not know."
DM Rowen
"A god?  What is a god?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"A deity? Being of incalculable power, transcends mortality?"
Sarton
I roll my eyes. "One of the supreme beings of the universe. They live forever and have immense powers but they mostly leave ordinary people alone. Except, apparently, for us."
Machaira Gallatin
"Okay. So Phol-Phoram herself is personally delegating to us the task of the killing this evil dragon-thing." I start laughing.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"And why in the name of Verkint's pants am I glowing?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Ahahahaha. Wow. Okay, let's go for it. Why not?"
DM Rowen
"I do not know of any such things, nor do I know of any thing or being that is ordinary."
DM Rowen
"But I know that you were all called and that you answered that call even if you did not know that was what you where doing."
Machaira Gallatin
"What exactly are we supposed to do now?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Well, you'd better make sure your master knows that I want to talk to you at length when all this is over and so you need to stick around a while after Abaddon is dead."
Sarton
"In retrospect, it does seem odd that I came here. The reasons I told myself don't make any sense."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I'm fairly certain I just got scammed."
DM Rowen
"To know what happens now you must know my story.  Please, sit down again."  She motions to those who have stood up.
Sarton
I remain seated.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I sit down a bit more hesitantly.
Machaira Gallatin
I sit again.
DM Rowen
"I was a only a child when my master first came to me more then 800 years ago.  Her eyes burned my soul and cleaned my spirit."
DM Rowen
"I was to lead the Kin but another Kin, Aqwers came forward and lead them away from me."
DM Rowen
"They turned to the gates, and to Abaddon and his mate Semiazas and worshiped them."
DM Rowen
"Aqwers turned my own people against me and I fled here to this shrine and here I have remind protected from my own people."
DM Rowen
"Now one named Lexor leads the others in darkness.  He has been sacrificing the kin before Abaddon's and Semiazas's gates every 100 years to weaken the seals on them."
DM Rowen
"Tonight he will once more sacrifice, and the gates will open."  She looks up and you can see the light starting to fade behind the mountains.
Machaira Gallatin
"Why didn't Phol-Phoram just kill Abaddon hundreds of years ago? Why leave him for...us?"
DM Rowen
"We must be there, to stop Lexor or kill Abaddon."
Sarton
"I cannot help but wonder why Phol-Pharom didn't call us last month."
Machaira Gallatin
*kill, not killed
DM Rowen
"I do not understand my master fully but I know that she wishes for each of us to learn the difference between the light and the darkness."
DM Rowen
"Lexor and his followers will tempt you but do not be swayed into the lies.  Stay true as you have until now"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"And how do we know that you're telling the truth?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Ehh...well, I guess there COULD be an explanation."
DM Rowen
Granius: "I'm going to fight a dragon?  I love this place."
Sarton
"No, not a dragon, you buffoon. A Kin."
DM Rowen
"Look at me and the light and you will know what I speak is true."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"At any rate, if THAT," I point at Granius, "is an example of the light, we're already damned."
Machaira Gallatin
I look at Granius and smile. "Well, have a god summon me, personally, to serve her is a far more meaningful thing that anything else I've done in life so far. Strange as it seems, I feel rather good about this whole thing..."
DM Rowen
She starts to glow softly at first and then stronger and brighter until you all have to look away she is so bright.
Machaira Gallatin
"Hey, people can change. Give Grani a chance. He means well...feebly."
Sarton
"All right, I'm persuaded. Let's go get Carnys and do this. Quickly, so we don't have to fight an ancient dragon-killing evil."
DM Rowen
She then stops glowing and you can look at her again without hurting your eyes.
DM Rowen
"There is no time to get this Carnys.  You will have to go on alone."
Machaira Gallatin
"You said Carnys, the sixth, and was suppose to be here though?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"If Granius can kill Abaddon and Lexor, I will buy him all the turtle-duck hats he could ever want."
DM Rowen
"I have spoken with her with the words that disappear and she will come to you when she can."
Machaira Gallatin
"But...you have wings. Ciroth, can you fly? You could go fetch her."
DM Rowen
"Sadly if I leave my own will kill me."
DM Rowen
"I have been a prisoner here all my life because of the Kin."
Machaira Gallatin
"Hmm. That IS inconvenient."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"So the evil kin are the things that have been following us, then?"
DM Rowen
"The water sustains me, that and knowing that you would one day come."
DM Rowen
"They have been following you?"  She looks shocked.
DM Rowen
"I thought they all would be at the Dragon Gates to the west."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Well, unless you know of other long-tailed winged flying things around here."
DM Rowen
"The bat monkeys are like that."
Machaira Gallatin
...
DM Rowen
"If they know that you are here then they will come for you."
Granius Gallatin
"Yeah, so what?"
DM Rowen
"I wouldn't be surprised if they are waiting outside right now."
Machaira Gallatin
"Great."
Sarton
"Wouldn't we be able to see them?"
Granius Gallatin
"I thought we were outside already."
Granius Gallatin
I look around, confused.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Are they bringing pastries?" I ask sarcastically.
Sarton
"No, Grani, you adorable idiot. We're inside an invisible dome."
DM Rowen
"Look at the sky, time is of great importance, it is almost dark already.
Granius Gallatin
"Then why can't I see it?"
DM Rowen
"*
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Because it's invisible."
Sarton
"Let's go now, then. If they followed us then there is no fixing it. We'll just have to fight them."
DM Rowen
"There will be no time for dealing with my people if you are to get to the Gates before they open."
Machaira Gallatin
"Got any tricks for fast travel, then?"
DM Rowen
"You will never make it on foot, let me see if I can not find something that would be willing to carry you there."
Granius Gallatin
"All we need is more of that super-water."
DM Rowen
Ciroth wanders away from the group, speaking to someone that is not there.
Granius Gallatin
"Then we can walk really fast."
Machaira Gallatin
"Hey, actually, I could summon something that might help."
Machaira Gallatin
"It could even fly."
Sarton
"Could it carry the five of us?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...I've got a bad feeling about this."
Granius Gallatin
"What, we get to fly?"
Granius Gallatin
"AWESOME!"
Machaira Gallatin
"I don't know. I've never actually tried to ride one of my summons before."
Granius Gallatin
"Ooh, let me try!"
DM Rowen
Ciroth still seems to be talking to herself on the other side of the clearing.
Granius Gallatin
"There's a bunch of gliders like that in Eolith, but they won't let you ride with chainmail. Stupid glider-makers."
Machaira Gallatin
"But it should work. An acid drag- err, canopy drake, for example, is certainly large and strong enough to carry at least a couple people. Of course that would leave two or three others...but it might help. I wonder if I could use it fetch Carnys?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"It's because you're too big and heavy for them, Granius."
Sarton
"If we could kill one of those evil Kin, I could reanimate it and fly on it."
Sarton
"In fact, now that I think about it, that is my second-fondest wish."
Granius Gallatin
"Then they should just build them better!"
Machaira Gallatin
I step off to the side; shut my eyes, and breath slowly and deeply.
Machaira Gallatin
Then extend my arms and start whispering.
Machaira Gallatin
(Spend three stamina to cast Ikat'ika's Friend in Need)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
(Awesome)
Granius Gallatin
Granius stares, and slowly applauds.
DM Rowen
(Holy fu...)
Granius Gallatin
Even though he has no idea what he's looking at.
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Woo!)
Sarton
"If you survive, you're teaching me that."
Granius Gallatin
"Great... thing!"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Whoa."
DM Rowen
The air within the clearing shimmers and it starts to grow warm.
DM Rowen
Then with a loud BOOM huge tiger-horse with wings appears.
Granius Gallatin
"That may be one of the coolest things I've ever seen."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"..."
Sarton
"Grani, for once you and I are in complete agreement."
Granius Gallatin
"And at least it's not turtles."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Ho..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...ly..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...CRAP."
DM Rowen
Its head and feet are that of a large tiger, the body looks just like the biggest horse that you have ever seen.  And huge feathery wings extend from its back.
Machaira Gallatin
I approach and lay my hands on the creature's muzzle and whisper to it.
DM Rowen
It looks more the big enough to carry all of you.  It could probably carry a dozen people if it wanted to.
DM Rowen
Ciroth comes over and looks at it.
Machaira Gallatin
I turn to the others.
Machaira Gallatin
(Epic win!)
Angrissa Wavestrike
"This appears to be some sort of distant relative of the gryphon. Never seen one before, though." I stop to take notes.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Don’t suppose there's a height limit to ride that thing."
Sarton
"I think we're past note-taking, Angie."
Sarton
I climb on the horse-tiger's back.
Machaira Gallatin
I direct the gryphon to kneel, and climb aboard, then wave to the others.
DM Rowen
It beast snorts and paws the ground softly. 
DM Rowen
It does so.
Machaira Gallatin
"He's quite safe. Climb on."
Granius Gallatin
I excitedly climb on.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I put my journals away and climb on.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I carefully climb on board, getting my pack and sextant situated.
DM Rowen
Ciroth comes up to it and touches its nose.  She glows slightly and so does the beast and then it fades.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...WHAT.)
Machaira Gallatin
"All aboard?"
DM Rowen
"Take care."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Oh, you meant the glow faded. Never mind)
Machaira Gallatin
"Any last instructions?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Be here when we get back, all right?"
DM Rowen
"Do not fail."
DM Rowen
"I will do all that I can."
Granius Gallatin
"Alright, done with the talking. Let's ride!"
Machaira Gallatin
"Someone, write a note to Carnys, tell her that we're going to try to fly by and pick her up. She needs to be ready."
Sarton
"Up, up, and away!"
DM Rowen
"My master . . . your master expects the same from you." she calls out as the beast takes off from the ground.
Sarton
". . . wait, no, MG. There's no time for that. We're going straight there."
Machaira Gallatin
I direct the gryphon to take off, and fly to the ship at the south of the island, but to be ready for evasive maneuvers.
DM Rowen
The silver dome reappears then opens up and the beast takes off leaving the clearing far behind.
Machaira Gallatin
"We can move pretty quickly aboard Griff, you know."
Granius Gallatin
"THIS IS THE BEST THING EVER!"
DM Rowen
(MG is now driving the...flying thing.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I take out my sextant and look toward the west side of the island.
Sarton
"Yes, but we're already late. Write to Carrie to join us there."
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
DM Rowen
(Roll it.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...It cannot be...)
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(A decent roll with a sextant...)
Machaira Gallatin
(This campaign is SO epic!)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...I definitely don't think we have the time."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I point toward the direction of the large stone shape to the west.
DM Rowen
The beast flies not super fast but not slow either.  After about half and hour you have traveled half way across the island to the ship.
Sarton
I look. "What is that?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"But I think we've got our destination, none the less."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"There's smoke over there too, so someone's already there."
Machaira Gallatin
Perception with a telescope.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Granius Gallatin
Perception unaided:
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Granius Gallatin
(hah)
DM Rowen
Form up here everyone can see two small dark shapes poking out the forest on the far west side of the island.
DM Rowen
Granius has a harder time seeing due to the failing light.  The sun is maybe 15 minutes away from setting.
Sarton
"MG, if you die because of your stupid detour, I'm not going to feel sorry for you."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"We'll all die because of it, Sarton."
Sarton
"Not me. I'm never going to die."
Sarton
"The rest of you are in trouble, though."
Granius Gallatin
"I really couldn't care less. This is awesome."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Don't bet on it. Four incoming hostiles to starboard, closing fast."
Sarton
Can I see them now?
DM Rowen
Yes.
Sarton
What are they?
DM Rowen
To the west there are 4 dark spots flapping toward the group.
Sarton
Within spell range yet?
Granius Gallatin
"Why can't anything on this stupid island fight in melee range?"
DM Rowen
The ship is now about 20 minutes away.  The Gates look to be about and hours away.
DM Rowen
You can try casting spells now if you want.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"The duck-turtle did."
DM Rowen
about an hour* away.
Machaira Gallatin
I maintain course for the ship. "Did someone contact Carnys yet? If Phol-Phoram said we need her...I'm going to try to get her."
Angrissa Wavestrike
I nock an arrow and aim for the leading figure.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I fire a Star Missile at the incoming fliers.
Sarton
All right. "Avast, ye sky-bastards!" I cast Soul Drain, hurting the nearest flying thing and healing Granius.
DM Rowen
The arrow falls short.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Machaira Gallatin
Yay, 20!
Granius Gallatin
(Please tell me that heals my finger...)
Machaira Gallatin
(Haha!)
Sarton
"B-b-b-boooom! That burning sensation is your soul."
Machaira Gallatin
I take a moment to try to stun one of our pursuers with Hydro Pump.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
DM Rowen
The lead Kin suddenly drops form the sky.  Garnius feels his finger re-break as it resets itself and he is healed to full.
Granius Gallatin
"OUCH-wait no."
Sarton
Can I cast Instant Servitor on the falling Kin?
DM Rowen
Abbrupt's missile misses the lead Kin right as it drops from the sky.
Angrissa Wavestrike
(When can we go again?)
DM Rowen
MG blasts the next Kin with water.  It also drops from the sky.
DM Rowen
The other two keep getting closer.
DM Rowen
(Your turn)
Angrissa Wavestrike
Another arrow.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Woo)
Machaira Gallatin
I write a note to Carnys in my notebook. (Does that leave time for other actions?)
Machaira Gallatin
Yay Diki!
DM Rowen
(Yes MG)
Sarton
Can I cast Instant Servitor on one of the falling Kin? If so, how many stamina would it cost?
Machaira Gallatin
I cast another Hydro Pump.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I fire another Star Missile at the closest Kin.
Sarton
Okay, Instant Servitor, three stamina.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
DM Rowen
Angi and MG together hit the third kin in the air.  Together they knock it down and out of sight.
Granius Gallatin
I prepare an action for if any of them get into melee range.
DM Rowen
Abbrupt misses the last Kin with his missile.
DM Rowen
Sarton tries to raise one of the falling Kin only to sense that they are still alive.  (no stamina spent.)
DM Rowen
Granius readies himself.
Granius Gallatin
(Damn right I do :P)
DM Rowen
The two Kin that where falling come out of their dives and start flapping back up and are now under the party.
DM Rowen
The last Kin come within melee range.  (Roll Eph.)
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Machaira Gallatin
(Okay. We are riding a giant flying gryphon that I summoned, fighting flying dragon-kin, and Eph just unleashed a melee attack. This is so cool!)
DM Rowen
Right as Granius lunges at the Kin it lunges at him.  They both land with Granius on his back and the Kin on top of him. Both are locked in a grapple.
DM Rowen
(Your turn.)
Granius Gallatin
I try to knock the Kin off of our tigerbirdhorse.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Granius Gallatin
(...)
Angrissa Wavestrike
More arrowing, this time at one of the Kin below us.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Machaira Gallatin
I attempt to bomb one of the Kin below us. Xian Bombarbment for 2 stamina.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I cast Implosive Force between the two dragonborn underneath us.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Machaira Gallatin
"Hah! That'll teach you to fly after MY gryphon!"
DM Rowen
Ganius struggles with the Kin that has him pinned down only to gain no ground.
Granius Gallatin
(I got this.)
Granius Gallatin
(Crap)
Sarton
(Eph's problems are his own fault. :P)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(We might all be tackled if the others close)
Granius Gallatin
(For once, not so much)
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Also, hilarious.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Well, I can't drop an anvil on Eph!)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(And casting spells that are known for disintegrating, burning their way through targets, or causing things to implode right on top of our mount is generally a bad idea)
Machaira Gallatin
(There are three other, non-anvil-dropping party members who can help Eph. :-) )
DM Rowen
Angi shoot one of the Kin under the group.  Its wings falter but it keeps on flapping.
Granius Gallatin
(yup, I'm boned)
DM Rowen
An anvil appears right above the one that was just shot and smashes into it.
Machaira Gallatin
(YES!)
DM Rowen
It falls away into darkness below.
Machaira Gallatin
(You are the weakest link. Goodbye!)
DM Rowen
Then the other Kin that is falling is pulled along with the one that is flying up into a vortex below.  They both crash into each other and spin out of control to the ground.
Sarton
Can I sense if any of them are dead?
DM Rowen
They are far below now, going to need a roll for that.
Machaira Gallatin
(That leaves just the one attacking Eph?)
Machaira Gallatin
(Save Grani!)
Sarton
Okay. Roll to see if they're dead. (Vitaemancy if that's allowed, otherwise perception.)
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Machaira Gallatin
(If that anvil DIDN'T kill the one...)
Sarton
Okay, I spend three stamina to cast Servitor on one of the dead Kin.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Sarton
(ffffffff)
Sarton
"Two of them are down, guys!"
DM Rowen
Sarton tries to raise one of the Kin from the dead but is to high to get full conection to do so.
Sarton
(I got a 4 on an important roll, that's all.)
DM Rowen
(Only 2 stamina are used.)
DM Rowen
(Everyone has gone right?)
Sarton
Yes.
Machaira Gallatin
"That's good! We're nearly to the ship now!"
DM Rowen
Indeed you are nearing the ship.
Machaira Gallatin
Exactly. :-)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Much better)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I aim for the Kin that is grappling Granius.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Oh, our turn again?)
Machaira Gallatin
...
DM Rowen
The Kin Granius opens its mouth and snaps it down on Granius's shoulder. Dealing 20 damage and spilling blood all over.
DM Rowen
The other Kin that fell is not to be seen.
DM Rowen
(Your turn.)
Machaira Gallatin
I attempt to jet the Kin overboard using Hydro Pump.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarton
How close are we to Granius and his friend?
DM Rowen
Within melee range.
Machaira Gallatin
(They are both on the back of Griff, I assume.)
Sarton
Soul Drain on the Kin, healing Granius.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Granius Gallatin
(Oh hey, tornado sirens.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yeah, and there's some nice lightning over here)
Machaira Gallatin
(What?? The Kin summoned a tornado??? :-) )
Granius Gallatin
I use Raging Counter, trying to knock the Kin off the flying tiger.
DM Rowen
MG Blasts the Kin and Granius with water and the slid farther to the back of the Griff.  Both still hold on to each other.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Machaira Gallatin
"Bah."
Sarton
"MG, are you trying to kill Grani?"
Machaira Gallatin
"No. Hence the 'bah'."
DM Rowen
Sarton drains life from the Kin, healing Granius for 7.  This distracts the Kin log enough for Gran to kick off the back of the Griff.
Granius Gallatin
"HAH!"
Machaira Gallatin
"I was trying to knock the Kin off."
Machaira Gallatin
"Good job, Sar!"
DM Rowen
It flips once in the air and its wings snap open and it starts flapping hard and gains on the Griff once more.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Now with a clear shot, I fire a Star Missile at the Kin.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Machaira Gallatin
(Poor Abbrupt Ceakiten)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...On second thought, can we go back to having bad rolls on the sextant please? :P )
DM Rowen
The shot is dead on but the Kin sees Abbrupt casting the spell and dodges it.
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Wait, has Rowen forgotten about my roll? Does that mean I can roll again?)
DM Rowen
(I knew I missed one.)
DM Rowen
(Yeah reroll that I guess.)
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM Rowen
(Shooting with your arrows?)
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Yeah.)
Machaira Gallatin
(No, with Gatling Guns!!!)
Granius Gallatin
(With snakes!)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Gatling Snake guns!!!)
DM Rowen
The arrow strikes the Kin in its forearm but it doesn't even look like it felt it.
DM Rowen
It keeps flapping its wings until it reaches the back of the Griff and it lands on it.  It then digs the claws from its feet into the Griffs skin.  The beast howls in pain.
DM Rowen
(Your turn again.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I let out a fierce yell and swing my axe at the Kin's neck.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM Rowen
The Griff is now almost to the ship.
Granius Gallatin
I charge forward and slash at the kin.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Machaira Gallatin
!!!
Granius Gallatin
"GET OFF MY FLYING HORSE!"
Machaira Gallatin
I cast Balbus' Instant Aid on Griff.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM Rowen
Combined both Granius and Abbrupt slash out at the Kin and strike it but it doesn't fall.
Sarton
I cast Soul Drain on the Kin, healing Granius.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
!!!
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Woo, I get to save an arrow)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...Remind me never to tick off Sarton.)
DM Rowen
The Griff seems to feel a little better but still seems to be upset at all that is going on.
Sarton
"Fwoooooooosh. . . BOOM! Ahahaha!"
DM Rowen
Then Sarton drains the Kin and heals Granius back to full.
DM Rowen
The Kin falls to its knees stunned by all the energy it just lost.
Granius Gallatin
"HAH!"
Machaira Gallatin
(Isn't the kin dead after all those hits?)
DM Rowen
(Nope.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Huh.)
Sarton
(Maybe this one's the captain.)
DM Rowen
(Bingo.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Well, demote him!)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I try to push the Kin off the winged tiger-horse. (Strength)
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
(Why?)
Angrissa Wavestrike
(The RNG can't love us all the time.)
Sarton
(They love Sarton. :P)
DM Rowen
Angi runs forward to push the Kin off but slips as the Griff shifts its weight in mid-flight.  Angi falls, only to grab hold of the Griffs leg and is now holding on for dear life.
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Oh, you mean the push? Because maybe it won't recover from Sarton's attack in time to prevent its death by falling or our arrival at the ship.)
Machaira Gallatin
(This is not good)
DM Rowen
The Kin struggles to stand up right but manages to get to its feet.  (Your turn.)
Sarton
"Someone save Angie!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"I got it covered. Someone kill that Kin!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
I cast Sticky Tread on myself.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Machaira Gallatin
(Nice!)
DM Rowen
Angi’s hold gets better.
Machaira Gallatin
"Sar, drain the kin and heal Griff!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
Good enough to climb up?
Sarton
"Sure thing!" I cast Soul Drain again, healing the tiger-horse.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
DM Rowen
You could try but it would need another roll.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Ha)
Granius Gallatin
Is it still our round?
Granius Gallatin
Oh, right.
DM Rowen
The Kin grins at Sarton and snaps its wings open.  Only Sarton gets his spell off in time and everyone sees a look of shock on its face as the wind pulls it off of Griffs back.  It tumbles through the air to the ground.
DM Rowen
You hear a thud as it hits.
Granius Gallatin
...Damn, I was too slow.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I look down at Angrissa. "Are you sure you don't need some help?"
Machaira Gallatin
(And Griff gets healed, right?)
DM Rowen
Angi tries to climb up but only manages to not fall off.
Sarton
I spend four stamina to revive the last Kin before we leave it behind.
DM Rowen
(Griff was healed.)
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Machaira Gallatin
"Hang on, we're nearly to the ship!"
Sarton
(Damn it, why do I roll well on everything but that?)
Machaira Gallatin
(We slowing and descending by now?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Machaira, you can dismiss this beast once we arrive at the gates, right?"
Granius Gallatin
(Holy crap man, you're gonna burn all of your stamina.)
Sarton
(I've got a plan.)
Machaira Gallatin
"Why would I want to dismiss Griff? He can fight too, you know!"
DM Rowen
You are now above the ship.
Machaira Gallatin
"But yes, if needed, I can dismiss him."
Sarton
"Woohoo!" I command the Kin to rise and fly beside us. Then I strike a dramatic pose and chug a stamina potion.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Because it'd be cruel and unusual..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Angrissa, think you can hang on till we land?"
Sarton
"Wait, I have a plan. Kin, rescue Angie!"
DM Rowen
You see a distant shape fly up out of the darkness.  Its a Kin that beaten up and looks like hell.  But it also looks terrifyingly beautiful. 
Angrissa Wavestrike
I sigh. "At least you're a friendly sort of necromancer."
Machaira Gallatin
"Hello down there! Carnys!"
DM Rowen
There is no response.
Sarton
I command the Kin to fly underneath us and let Angrissa climb onto it.
Machaira Gallatin
I wait for Sar to rescue Angie.
Sarton
"The friendliest!"
Machaira Gallatin
"Ahoy the Morning Shade! Anyone?"
Granius Gallatin
"We probably shouldn't have come here first."
DM Rowen
As you look down you can see a long thin line of earth reach out from the shore to the ship like a dock.
DM Rowen
The kin does as commanded.
Sarton
"That's weird." I leap onto my Kin, and descend toward the ship.
DM Rowen
You hear faint shouting from below but you are to high to here what is said.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...um)
DM Rowen
(What about Angi getting on the Kin?)
Machaira Gallatin
I direct Griff lower (I assumed we were pretty already)
Sarton
(Oh, I forgot she's not on it yet.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I climb onto the Kin."
Sarton
I descend after she's on.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Well, Abbrupt DOES have freakishly long hair.)
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Whether you find that pretty or not is a matter of taste. :P )
DM Rowen
The griff goes lower. You are now only about 50 feet above the ship and circling.
Sarton
(I don't know how to tell if a dragonborn is pretty or not.)
Machaira Gallatin
I call again to the ship.
DM Rowen
(Two people would be too much weight for the Kin.)
Sarton
(Okay.)
Machaira Gallatin
Can we see anyone, any signs of life?
DM Rowen
Angi flies along the side the others on the back of the Kin.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Considering we can hear shouting below, I'd say so)
Sarton
"Angie, this guy needs a name. What do you think?"
DM Rowen
Ther are people below.  They look scared.  You see people with bows aiming at you.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...I don't think we've thought this through."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"It's us! Don't shoot! DON'T SHOOT!"
Sarton
"We should land further away and approach on foot."
Machaira Gallatin
I turn Griff toward the beach to land.
Granius Gallatin
I write in the journal, hi we're on the horse-tiger
Granius Gallatin
please don't shoot us
Machaira Gallatin
(Why does this have to be so complicated? :-) )
DM Rowen
You see what you think is the Captain, I points up with his arm and then drops it to his side.  Volleys of arrows fly up into the air.
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
Do we fly clear in time?
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I turn to Machaira. "...'Let's go to the ship. We can get Carnys.'"
DM Rowen
Mercilessly they all miss you as you fly through them to the beach.  Everyone lands safely.
Sarton
I see Granius writing, and take out my own black book. I write "Cease fire, it's us."
DM Rowen
Nothing comes back in the book.
Machaira Gallatin
"Who wants to run across that strip of land to the ship?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Run quickly. Now."
DM Rowen
(Roll Perception everyone.)
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(That's better)
DM Rowen
Everyone but Abbrupt and Gran see a little black book lying in the sand next to the earth dock that extends to the ship.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I run over to pick it up.
Sarton
I run with Angrissa, looking out for an attack as we go.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I stay on the horse thing.
DM Rowen
You see all of your messages you have written in your books here in this one.  The last one says "DON'T SHOOT!"
Machaira Gallatin
"All right, No luck here."
Machaira Gallatin
"All aboard!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
I take the book.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"No luck..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"No."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Wait. Let me guess."
Granius Gallatin
I stay on the tiger-horse.
DM Rowen
The archers are all gathered at the edge of the ship but it is to far for them to shoot.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Carnys got a message from Kyoto-dragon and decided to head straight there, thinking that we'd be smart enough to head straight for the gates."
Machaira Gallatin
"Everyone ready? Off we five light warriors go!"
Sarton
"And left her book behind?"
Sarton
On a hunch, I cast Spirit Advisor on Carnys.
Machaira Gallatin
When everyone is aboard, I take off on Griff.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Machaira Gallatin
And head for the stone gates.
DM Rowen
(Hold on a sec)
DM Rowen
Sarton casts his spell but nothing happens.  Seems that Carnys is not dead, yet.
Sarton
"Well, that's a relief. Abbie, are you sure that's what she did?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Hang on for a moment."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I don't think we can afford to hang on. At all."
DM Rowen
By now it is so dark out that you all can see each other glowing with a faint light.
Granius Gallatin
"That's... that's new."
Angrissa Wavestrike
I quickly write a message, tie it around an arrow, run into arrow range, and shoot it high in the air so it'll arc down and hit the ship without looking like an attack.
Machaira Gallatin
(We're flying now, right, toward the gates?)
Sarton
"It was MG's idea to come here in the first place. If we could spare an hour for this trip, we can spare another five minutes to get it right."
Machaira Gallatin
(Or not.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...How do you shoot at a ship without making it look like an attack)
Sarton
(No, we're not. I never got on.)
Machaira Gallatin
(We only spared 20 minutes to go this way)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(30)
Angrissa Wavestrike
Take ten on it, if I can.
DM Rowen
You can.
Machaira Gallatin
(And we would have had to fight the four Kin anyway)
DM Rowen
It’s a big ship and the arrow lands into the center of its deck.
Sarton
(Sarton does not have a watch. :P)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yeah, but we'd have been heading in the right direction while doing it)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(brb)
Machaira Gallatin
I wait impatiently. "Forget the ship! Let's go!"
Sarton
"The ship was your idea!"
Sarton
"We didn't even vote on it! You just took off without asking any of us what to do!"
Granius Gallatin
"Can we just get on with this? This glowing is weird."
Machaira Gallatin
(The moment everyone is aboard, we take off and fly at full speed toward the gates)
DM Rowen
An arrow come flying at the party and lands short of hitting anyone.  There is a note on it.
DM Rowen
(Noted MG)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I take the note and read it out loud.
Angrissa Wavestrike
Also, I keep the arrow.
DM Rowen
"Carnys has gone crazy, she raised the very sea floor up and made this land bridge that now hold us here in place and then she left going inland without telling anyone what was going on."
Machaira Gallatin
"Well, that explains it. Now, together we ride!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Oh, for pity's sake." I run over to the tiger-horse and get on."
Sarton
"I get on the undead Kin, and take off when the griff does.
Sarton
-"
DM Rowen
Once on, the Griff takes off going to the gate.  What direction was that from the ship now?
Machaira Gallatin
(* hums * Off we go, into the wild blue yonder...)
Machaira Gallatin
(That would be northwest from our present position)
Machaira Gallatin
(I use my compass to make sure)
DM Rowen
The griff goes northwest.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I try to use my sextant as we fly to get an exact fix on the gate.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
DM Rowen
Up here everything is dark. 
Machaira Gallatin
But...we're glowing.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yeah, but I was hoping I might see the light from the fires presumably burning there)
Sarton
I fly alongside. Can we see anything on the ground in the distance?
Machaira Gallatin
"Can that dead Kin tell you exactly where the gates are?"
DM Rowen
You can't see anything really.
Sarton
"Yes, it can!"
Granius Gallatin
"Um... anybody have any plans?"
Granius Gallatin
"This seems pretty ill-planned."
DM Rowen
Sarton and the Kin are starting to lag behind the party as they fly.
Granius Gallatin
"And that's me saying that."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Not really!"
Sarton
"This thing knows the way. Let me climb on the griff, and it'll lead us!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"I don't suppose anyone knows a spell that will let us see better in the dark?"
Machaira Gallatin
I order Griff to slow down so Sar can come aboard.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Unless you count superheated blasts of magic in that category, no."
Sarton
I climb onto Griff. "Kin, lead us to the gate."
Machaira Gallatin
"At least we might have some element of surprise."
Machaira Gallatin
I have Griff follow Sar's Kin.
DM Rowen
"Aqwers is dead, Lexor will open the gate tonight.  I thought it would have happened already."  The kin says.
Machaira Gallatin
"That's...awkward."
Sarton
"Why might there be a delay?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Let's hope the Kin have poor night vision as well, then. Or that the area is really well lit."
DM Rowen
The Kin takes off with speed that you didn't know the dead could have. Griff follows.
DM Rowen
"I know not," it calls back.
Sarton
"How many of your kind are with Lexor?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Is the gate out in the open, or in a building?"
DM Rowen
Soon you can see a faint glow up ahead in the dark forest.
Machaira Gallatin
(Okay, the suspense here is killing me)
DM Rowen
"In a clearing, we are many."  It calls out.
Sarton
"If you were in our place, and had to stop Lexor, how would you proceed?"
DM Rowen
Then the faint glow grows into a great flash that lights up the sky.
DM Rowen
"He cannot be stopped," It calls out.
Granius Gallatin
"Um..."
Machaira Gallatin
"Phol-Phoram says we can."
Sarton
"What was that flash?"
DM Rowen
You can hear faint shouting and then another flash of red light.
DM Rowen
Then you see trees burning up ahead on what must be the edge of the clearing.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Do the Kin fight with magic or physical weapons?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I use my sextant to try and get a closer look.
DM Rowen
In its red glow you can see two dark stones that loom over everything else.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Machaira Gallatin
(How close to the clearing are we now?)
DM Rowen
"We fight with our bodies, and it seems they are already."
DM Rowen
About 10 minutes.
Sarton
". . . are already what?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
When we get closer to the clearing, I spend two stamina to cast Spineshield on everyone.
DM Rowen
"Fighting,” You hear the Kin start to laugh.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Already fighting, you mor... oh... oh shit."
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarton
"Kin, can you fly faster than this?"
Machaira Gallatin
I order Griff to descend and to land as soon as we reach clearing.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Either we're here with scant minutes to spare, or we're already too late."
Sarton
"Carnys may have attacked without us."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"That red glow isn't Carnys."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"It's the gates."
Machaira Gallatin
Are we within spell range, yet?
Granius Gallatin
"I am so confused. Can I stab something yet?"
DM Rowen
As Griff descends into the clearing you see to clearly the tragedy that is unfolding.
DM Rowen
(Cut scene)
Machaira Gallatin
"Soon, Grani, soon."
Granius Gallatin
(Oh crap)
Machaira Gallatin
...
DM Rowen
You see what must be Lexor bring an already bloodied dagger down onto a helpless kin lying on a altar in the clearing. Immediate the sky grows unnaturally dark. Both the gates on the north and south sides of this clearing start to glow a deep dark blood red. Lexor raises his hands up and lets out a triumphant howl of joy that rattles thought the clearing. All the other Kin gather around him at the altar and watch the gate open.
DM Rowen
The red glow grows brighter and then suddenly a huge monstrous grey dragon leg reaches out of the northern gate. From the southern gate you can see a smaller blue dragon snake its why out and spread its wings out from its body.
DM Rowen
As Lexor laughs and cackles madly the dragon from the northern gate full emerges. It is more then just massive. It’s bigger then the largest buildings that you have seen in Eolith and it towers over everything, including the other blue dragon. It is a dark grey color and around it the very light seems to twist and turn into darkness. It looks down at Lexor as he laughs.
DM Rowen
“Hear me my servants!” Calls out Lexor to the dragons. “I have brought you both back so that together we might take this world and rule it as dragons once…” He is cut off as the blue dragon releases a beam of blue fire that consumes Lexor, the altar, and all of the Kin that stand near him.
DM Rowen
The beam of blue fire lasts for several seconds and once it fades out there is a crater were the altar once sat. Lexor and the other Kin are nowhere to be seen. The Kin that had not gathered to the altar stand in shocked silence for the 2 heartbeats before they start screaming and scattering from the clearing into the surrounding forests.
DM Rowen
“WE HAVE RETURNED!” booms through the clearing as the two dragons look at each other. You swear that it looks like they are smiling and it looks evil.
Machaira Gallatin
...
Granius Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
...
Machaira Gallatin
Ehh...we knew this was going to happen. :-)
Machaira Gallatin
Still...
Sarton
"MG, I am holding you personally responsible for this."
Machaira Gallatin
Yeah, two dragon.
Machaira Gallatin
"I was trying to follow Phol-Phoram's will!"
DM Rowen
You see Carnys near the edge of the clearing, shooting huge lines of fire from her hands into the bodies of the fleeing Kin.  A look of terror on painted her face.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"On the plus side, at least most of the Kin won't be a problem."
Machaira Gallatin
"As I'll try to do now," I mutter grimly.
Machaira Gallatin
(Have we landed?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Oh not good."
Sarton
"Ciroth told us to come straight here. I swear to gods, when you die I'm turning you into a zombie."
DM Rowen
Griff lands and then with another BOOM disappears.   Seems that the strain of flying took its toll on it.
Granius Gallatin
"...Oh gods."
Machaira Gallatin
"Farewell, loyal steed!"
DM Rowen
Everyone falls to the ground.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Oi! Surviving Kin! Your so-called Masters have betrayed you! Run for your life, or help us fight against them, but do not help them, or your reward will be death!"
DM Rowen
(And go again)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I take a deep breath. "And that was a really long speech to give while shouting."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I close my eyes and start muttering.
Machaira Gallatin
I try to blend into the shadows (stealth).
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Granius Gallatin
"I do not like my odds against those things."
DM Rowen
None of the Kin seem to hear, they keep running out of the clearing and into the forest.
Sarton
"Zombie Kin, engage the blue dragon. Draw its attention. Preserve yourself as long as possible."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Figures." I stand up and adjust the brim of my hat.
DM Rowen
MG Blends in with the shadow and a spineshield appears around everyone. 
DM Rowen
The Kin flies off at the Blue dragon.
Machaira Gallatin
From concealment, I try to lob mighty anvil into the blue dragon-thing, mouthing the spell nearly silently. (cost two stamina)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
...
Granius Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
(Epic Win!)
DM Rowen
It lands on its back and bites it.
Sarton
I drink a stamina potion, and cast Soul Drain on the big gray dragon, healing Carnys if she is hurt.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I get up and make some sort of religious gesture.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Angrissa Wavestrike
"What the heck. It pays to be careful."
Machaira Gallatin
...!!!
Machaira Gallatin
Sar FTW!
Angrissa Wavestrike
I spend another two stamina to cast Emerald armor on everyone.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Sarton
"Oh shit, it's SARTON! Woooooo!"
Granius Gallatin
(now, this is where grids become really really helpful to us melee fighters)
DM Rowen
Just as it bites Semiazas an anvil drops right onto it and the Dragon.  The dragon cries out in pain and the Kin is destroyed. 
Sarton
"Nice shot, Abbie," I say sarcastically.
Machaira Gallatin
"Sorry about that, Sar," I whisper from the shadows.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I whirl my axe, then run at Abbaddon, firing off an Obliterative Detrimentum.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Granius Gallatin
"Oh what the Nether..."
DM Rowen
Sarton pulls energy from Abaddon and transfers it to Canrys.  This draws Abaddons attention to Sarton and the party.  Then magic armor appears around everyone.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Granius Gallatin
I also charge at Abbadon, sword flailing.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Sarton
(How much stamina did I gain from the potion?)
DM Rowen
Abbrupt charges off after Abaddon.  (Going to get there next round.)
DM Rowen
As does Granius.
DM Rowen
(3)
DM Rowen
As Abbrut runs as casts his spell it seems not to even faze him.
DM Rowen
Granius Gallatin
(we are so gonna die)
DM Rowen
Carnys shoots off a spear of energy at Abaddon that dissipates when it hits him but draws his attentions from Sarton to her.
Sarton
(Nah. We're invincible.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Eph...you're the TANK!!!)
Granius Gallatin
(I know. :P)
Granius Gallatin
(But charging right on in feels... well, like something Granius would do.)
DM Rowen
With one stride of his massive legs Abaddon crosses the clearing to her and brings his massive foot down on her and she disappears out of sight.  He then roars out in triumph.
DM Rowen
Semiazas turns to the party and fires off another streak of blue fire at MG.  (Roll saves MG, Sarton, and, Angi.)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Machaira Gallatin
(She can see me?)
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
DM Rowen
(You did drop and anvil on her.  That got her attention to your magic.)
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Machaira Gallatin
(Oh)
DM Rowen
Both Mg and Angi manage to run out of the way and only take 5 damage from the fire as it passes but Sarton trips and falls on the ground near where it strikes and takes 10.
Angrissa Wavestrike
(That's the only damage I've taken, right?)
DM Rowen
(Your turn.)
DM Rowen
(Yes.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Abbaddon's away from me now, correct?
Sarton
Is Carnys still alive?
DM Rowen
Closer, you can now reach him and attack this turn.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Aim for where they don't have scales! Mouth, eyes, nose, old injuries, their freaky lizard bits, anything!"
Machaira Gallatin
As I run, I try to blend into the shadows again.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Easier said then done!"
Angrissa Wavestrike
I aim for Abbaddon's eye, spending another stamina point.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM Rowen
MG bends in a little as he runs but running is not good for hiding. 
Angrissa Wavestrike
Then I drink a stamina potion.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I run forward, take a flying leap, and use Myon's Gale to try to propel myself at Abbaddon's neck.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Spend a stamina on it.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Granius Gallatin
I just run up to Abbaddon and try to look for somewhere soft to run him through.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Granius Gallatin
(hah, now I don't feel bad about wasting that good roll)
Machaira Gallatin
I chug a stamina potion, then aim a Xian Bombardment at Abaddon's eye. (should be regaining three stamina, then spending 2; net increase of 1)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
Two in a row.
DM Rowen
Angi shoots and arrow at Abaddon's eye but it misses as he moves his head and then she gains 3 stamina.
DM Rowen
Abbrupt leaps forwards and seems to fly 40 feet up into the air and onto Abaddon's neck.
DM Rowen
Granius stabs Abaddon right between his toes.  The sword goes deep into his foot.
Granius Gallatin
"Hm. Gonna have to get up higher."
Machaira Gallatin
LOL!
DM Rowen
Then an anvil strikes Abaddon in his felt eye and you here it pop.
DM Rowen
(Was that everyone.)
Sarton
No.
Machaira Gallatin
(Sar?)
Sarton
Is Carnys still alive?
DM Rowen
You don't know, his foot is still where she once was.
Sarton
All right. Soul Drain on Abaddon, healing her if she's alive.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Machaira Gallatin
"Phol-Phoram is with me, Abaddon. You should not have come back!"
DM Rowen
Sarton’s spell seems to not even faze Abaddon.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Tempecomt might possibly not be too happy either!"
Granius Gallatin
"I've got serious connections in Eolith, you overgrown lizard!"
Machaira Gallatin
(Oh Eph, you're cracking me up over here!)
DM Rowen
Semiarzas moves over to Abaddon, takes defensive posture and then lets out a jet of black fire from her mouth at Sarton. (Roll a safe again.)
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
!!!
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...whoa)
Machaira Gallatin
(Natural twenties make everything more epic.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Ooh, I forgot the ears! You can aim for the ear openings too!"
Sarton
"Pardon me, but you are breathing fire at Sarton. That griffo is not gonna fly."
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Sorry, Vaar.)
DM Rowen
Sarton seems to melt away as the blast strikes right where he was. 
Machaira Gallatin
...?
DM Rowen
Then everyone sees him standing on the other side of the clearing. Glowing like a bright light.
Machaira Gallatin
Oh.
DM Rowen
Abaddon, howls in pain due to his eye, takes a deep breath and lets out a huge blast of fire that engulfs the side of the clearing everyone but Sarton is on.  (All roll saves but Sarton and Abbrupt.)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Granius Gallatin
(hah!)
DM Rowen
(Wow, the dice are with you tonight)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yeah.)
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Granius Gallatin
(thunder booms outside)
Machaira Gallatin
(Zarusa!!!)
DM Rowen
There is nowhere to hide from the fires that consume the clearing but Granius manages to sneak behind Abaddons leg and takes no damage.  Both MG and Angi take shelter behind trees that light on fire.  They both take only 5 damage.
DM Rowen
(Partys Turn)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Am I in reach of Abbaddon's eyes or ear thingies?
Granius Gallatin
Now that I'm behind his leg, I'm going to try and slice through any of the vital tendons that keep Abbaddon's leg blah blah blah GRANIUS SMASH.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
Perception: any sign of Carnys (did Abaddon move in order to aim at us all)?
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Granius Gallatin
(...)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...!)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I try to get a quick shot off before Abbaddon shuts his mouth.
Machaira Gallatin
GO EPH!
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
DM Rowen
No, that would need a climb roll.  You are in the middle of his back.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Alright, do I have a shot with a spell to either of those things?
DM Rowen
(Wow, you all just might pull this off after all.)
DM Rowen
Yes.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I fire an Obliterative Detrimentum at Abbaddon's good eye.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...hold that thought, Rowen)
Granius Gallatin
(...)
Sarton
"MG, can you see Carnys?"
DM Rowen
Granius cuts the tendon of Abaddons leg into two.  You can hear the mussels retract up the leg.  He bellows in pain and falls forward onto the ground.
Machaira Gallatin
"Nope!"
Sarton
I cast another Soul Drain on Abaddon, healing myself.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Granius Gallatin
I dive out of the way of its falling bulk.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I hang on for dear life.
DM Rowen
This throws Abbrupt off of his neck right as he casts his spell.  It goes off right in his face and he take 20 damage from it and then lands hard on the ground taking another 5 and is stunned.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(...ow)
Granius Gallatin
(ow, sorry)
Machaira Gallatin
(Ouchies!)
DM Rowen
Angi gets a shot off with her bow and it goes into Aboddons mouth as he falls.
Machaira Gallatin
(How close is Abo now? Can I melee attack at this distance?)
Machaira Gallatin
(And does anyone need healing?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yes.)
Granius Gallatin
(Amazingly, I am at full.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(That knocked off almost a full quarter of my health)
DM Rowen
Sarton is still unable to get a good drain off on Abaddon.  Nothing happens.
Machaira Gallatin
I cast Balbus' Instant Aid on Abbie.
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Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM Rowen
MG could break cover and attack Abaddon.
Machaira Gallatin
(Next time, hopefully)
Machaira Gallatin
(For now, I'll heal the wounded party member)
DM Rowen
Abburpt gains 5 hp.
DM Rowen
(That everyone?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Yeah)
Sarton
(Think so.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
(We could all go again if you'd like. :P )
Granius Gallatin
(Granius is cool with that.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(I could do some extra laying here.)
DM Rowen
Granius dives out of the way as Abaddon goes down, right to the feet of Semiazas.  Her head dives fast to the ground and Granius is to slow to roll away and takes 15 damage.
Granius Gallatin
(should not have boasted about being at full...)
DM Rowen
Abaddon bellows in rage, his huge massive wings spread out and then with a large gust of wind lift his body up of the ground and into the air.  He flys out of range high up into the air.  Everyone is blown flat on the ground, lots of trees fall over an the fires spread farther out into the forest.
Granius Gallatin
"Oh crap, I forgot dragons could fly."
Machaira Gallatin
"At least he's only got one good eye now."
Machaira Gallatin
(And what the status on Carnys?)
Granius Gallatin
"And he's down a leg."
DM Rowen
A bobble of light pops up from where Abaddon stepped on Carnys and you see her stand up.  She is hold a sword that is made out of fire and looks very mad.
Machaira Gallatin
"Oh good. Nice to see you again."
DM Rowen
She also looks like a dragon stepped on her.
Machaira Gallatin
(Haha.)
Sarton
Our turn?
DM Rowen
(Party Turn)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(And I'm stunned with no action, correct?)
Sarton
Are there any dead kin on the ground here?
DM Rowen
(Yes.)
DM Rowen
Yes
Angrissa Wavestrike
"You can aim for the wing joints! The wing membranes probably won't do too much damage, though."
Machaira Gallatin
(Can I reach Semi for melee?)
DM Rowen
Yes
Granius Gallatin
Is the nearest wing of Semiazas within rage-leap range?
DM Rowen
(Abaddon is out of everyones range.)
Sarton
I cast Instant Servitor on one of the dead, spending 4 stamina (1 extra, for good luck).
DM Rowen
Nope.  Only her legs and underside are in range.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Angrissa Wavestrike
I aim for one of the ear holes of Semiazas, spending two stamina.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Granius Gallatin
Alright, I run between Semiazas's legs and use Savaging Lunge on both legs.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Machaira Gallatin
I unleash a flurry of thrusts with my tonfa against one of Semi's joints.
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Machaira Gallatin
"Ehh...should have stuck with anvils."
DM Rowen
A Kin with a broken wing rises up from the ground.  It is badly burnt but looks like it could fight.
DM Rowen
Angi shoots Semiazas in the ear as Granius cuts one of her legs and MG beats on the other.
DM Rowen
Sarton can still command his minion if he wishes.
Sarton
Ah. Can it fly, or only walk?
DM Rowen
Only walk, one of its wings is broke.
Sarton
"Kin, attack the blue dragon."
Sarton
"Do not stop until it is dead."
DM Rowen
It run at the dragon and then with its claws pulls off several scales from its leg leaving the flesh exposed.
DM Rowen
She howls in pain
Sarton
"When you die, you will serve Sarton!"
DM Rowen
Then she lets loose a jet-black fire down at the ground at her feet.  (Saves for MG, annd Gran)
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
(How embarrassing)
DM Rowen
The wings of the Kin take fire and start to burn.  Granius takes 7 damage as he dives away but MG never looks up from hitting the dragons leg.  He takes the full blast and is burned for 17 damage.
DM Rowen
You can still hear Abaddon somewhere high above.
DM Rowen
(Parties turn)
Sarton
Is he moving?
Machaira Gallatin
"AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!"
Sarton
(Also, who needs a heal the most?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Mercy of the waves..." I groan and get up.
DM Rowen
You minion is still alive.
Machaira Gallatin
(I'm at 77/104, FYI)
Sarton
No, I mean Abaddon. Is he hovering above us, or going somewhere?
Granius Gallatin
Can I see any weak points below Semiazas?
DM Rowen
You can see him but he sound high up in the air.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I aim for the recently exposed flesh on Semiazas' leg. Another stamina.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Angrissa Wavestrike
Then I drink a stamina potion.
Sarton
I drink a stamina potion, and then cast Soul Drain on Semiazas, healing Abbrupt. 1 stamina.
DM Rowen
You see that the Kin minion left some nice flesh exposed for you to cut up.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Machaira Gallatin
I pound Semi for all I'm worth, spending 1 stamina to strengthen my blows.
Granius Gallatin
That's what I figured. GRANIUS STAB
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Granius Gallatin
(meh, the crazy streak had to end eventually)
Machaira Gallatin
(Okay, I quit melee attacking now. Anvils just work better. :-) )
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Is Semiazas's mouth shut at the moment?
DM Rowen
Angi, Granius, MG and the Kin destroy the exposed leg.  Blood runs thick onto the ground and Semiazas stumbles to her knees.
Sarton
(All three of them!)
Machaira Gallatin
(Teamwork FTW.)
DM Rowen
As Sarton casts his spells he mixes up one letter and then life drains out of him and into Semiazas.  Her leg heals right before your eyes.
Granius Gallatin
"Godsdammit, Sarton!"
DM Rowen
It is shut.
Sarton
"None can stand before Sart- wait, fuck!"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Let's keep it that way.
Machaira Gallatin
...
Machaira Gallatin
"Sar!"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I cast Mystic Bond to weld Semi's mouth shut. 2 stamina.
Sarton
"Necromancy is not an exact science!"
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM Rowen
Her mouth melts into a large blob and bits of skin fall away.  Its not welded shut but it looks painful.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Huh. It's never done THAT before."
Sarton
"See? Inexact!"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Stupid dragons and their magical properties..."
DM Rowen
She reels back onto be to back legs from all the pain and opens her mouth and lets out of a blast of blue fire right into the center of the group on the ground.  As fire come out of her mouth you see the effects of Abbrupts spells as her mouth explodes.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...On second thought, that's not so bad."
DM Rowen
Fire goes everywhere along with bits of flaming meat and bone.  (Everyone roll saves)
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Granius Gallatin
(...ah well, I had a good run :P)
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Machaira Gallatin
...
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(That's actually kinda appropriate. The two good saves are the ones with people standing AWAY from the dragon)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(RNG mimics real life?)
Sarton
(Standing away from dragons is a cornerstone of Sarton's plan to live forever. :P)
DM Rowen
A tooth flies into MG and impales him for 22 damage.
Machaira Gallatin
"Aaauuuugggghhhh!!!" I stumble to the ground.
Machaira Gallatin
(So, anyone got a good healing spell available?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(Heh)
Sarton
(I'll do a group heal next round.)
DM Rowen
A huge chunk of burning meat hits Granuis for 14 damage and a bits of bone strike Angi for 13.
Granius Gallatin
(I deserved that)
DM Rowen
The Kin is struck with another tooth and falls to the ground not moving.
DM Rowen
You hear a scream and then a blast of light hits the Dragon.  It punched through what was left if its head and erupts out the other side.  Carnys stands near by hands raised, looks at you all and then falls to the ground followed by Semiazas crashing down next to her.
Granius Gallatin
(wait what)
DM Rowen
Somewhere up high in the clouds you here Adaddon howl in pain once more.
Sarton
I run over to Carnys and Semiazas. Is either of them dead?
DM Rowen
(Dragon rolled a 1, Carnys got a 20)
Machaira Gallatin
Hehehe.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I take a defensive stance, ready to fire on Abbaddon once he comes into range.
DM Rowen
From a look at what is left of Semiazas, there is a dragon with little left of its head. Carnys seems to be alive but just only.
Sarton
First Aid on Carnys.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Granius Gallatin
I run over to Semiazas's body and just start stabbing it wildly, since there's not really much Granius can do about an airborne target.
Granius Gallatin
(I take ten. :P)
DM Rowen
Sarton is able to bandage her up a little but at in the condition she is doesn't even wake up.
Machaira Gallatin
I chug a stamina potion, then spend three stamina to cast a boosted Instant Aid on all my allies nearby (including Carnys).
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
...Yay!
DM Rowen
Granius cuts up the dragon’s body.  Blood spills all over him as he does.
Machaira Gallatin
(It was melee attacking.)
Machaira Gallatin
(I just shouldn't melee attack)
Machaira Gallatin
(So, a crit on a spell boosted by the three stamina... :-) )
Granius Gallatin
"NOW STAY DEAD"
DM Rowen
MG glows with a bright light.
Sarton
"Anybody got an extra stamina potion? I'll pay you back double later."
DM Rowen
Then that light flood out of him and over the clearing.  The burning fires go out.
DM Rowen
Then the light collects around everyone and everyone regains 30 hp.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(WOO)
Machaira Gallatin
(And, Yay!)
DM Rowen
Carnys stirs a little but does not wake up.
Granius Gallatin
(Oh hey, I was below 100. Oh well, now I'm not. :P)
DM Rowen
You hear Abaddon, it sound a little farther away to the north.
Machaira Gallatin
I paused, stunned.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Wait, is he running AWAY?!"
Machaira Gallatin
I look around at the dead DRAGON.
DM Rowen
(I have everyone at full but Gran, He is at 124)
Sarton
"Seriously, guys, potion?" I use my perk to start making one of my own if nobody answers.
Sarton
Stamina potion, that is.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I toss Sarton a stamina potion.
Sarton
"Thanks, Angie!"
Machaira Gallatin
"I’ve lived all my life keeping to the shadows, keeping quiet, staying out of the way of my betters. I do my job, keep my head down, and avoid trouble. That’s just the best a human can expect these days. But no more. Phol-Phoram herself chose me for the mission of killing DRAGONS."
Machaira Gallatin
(I'm at full, Rowen?)
Machaira Gallatin
(I though I was lower than that?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I keep an eye/ear out should he make a reappearance.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Angrissa Wavestrike
"I don't suppose you can summon up another winged tiger-horse so we can follow him?"
Sarton
"Gentlemen, observe, because you will never see anything this awesome again."
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Machaira Gallatin
...
DM Rowen
Sarton drinks the potion, turns the dragon and mutters some a long line of words.
DM Rowen
Nothing happens.
Sarton
"Okay, I spoke too soon."
DM Rowen
Then bits of bone and flesh fly from all around the clearing and the dragons head reforms just as it had been.
Granius Gallatin
"I have a really bad feeling about this."
DM Rowen
Light comes to her eyes and she picks herself up off the ground and stands on her legs.
Machaira Gallatin
"Sorry, but no. Friend in Need is a spell of great power, and it'll be a while before I can cast it again."
DM Rowen
It looks down at Sarton.
Sarton
"Kneel."
DM Rowen
"You think you can control me!"
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Sarton...”
Granius Gallatin
"I need to chop it again, don't I?"
Machaira Gallatin
"Sar!!!"
Sarton
". . . oh gods."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"What. The hell. Did you do."
Granius Gallatin
I move into position behind the dragon's head.
onlinehost
Sarton rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Granius Gallatin
And. I. Chop. 3 stamina.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Granius Gallatin
(...goddammit)
Machaira Gallatin
I glug a stamina potion and hit the thing with an anvil. In the eye. (net gain of 1 stamina)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
...
Granius Gallatin
(much better)
DM Rowen
Both Sarton and the dragon stare at each other without moving for a few seconds.
Machaira Gallatin
Xian Bombardment is awesome.
Sarton
(You guys could at least wait until Rowen tells me I fail. :P)
Machaira Gallatin
(But we don't want to die!)
DM Rowen
Then the dragon falls the to ground dead once more.  Sarton also falls to the ground and passes out.
Machaira Gallatin
(So did Eph's and my actions happen?)
DM Rowen
(Everyone still want to do their other actions?)
Machaira Gallatin
Not if it's dead.
Sarton
Save your stamina.
Granius Gallatin
No, not really.
Machaira Gallatin
(So Rowen, what is my HP?)
Granius Gallatin
"Okay, can we never do that again?"
DM Rowen
Err, 85, I messed up on you.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Well, Sarton's unconscious, so it doesn't look like we'll be doing it any time soon."
DM Rowen
(Everyone roll perception.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Okay that matches the number I have; good. And 6 Stamina, FYI)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
DM Rowen
(But Sarton.)
Sarton
(Except me, right?)
Sarton
(...sniped)
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Machaira Gallatin
Yay!
Granius Gallatin
I SEE EVERYTHING
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Machaira Gallatin
...
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Does my 17 from earlier count?
Machaira Gallatin
Now now Diki.
Machaira Gallatin
(I see all. I know all. But I don't take American Express!)
Angrissa Wavestrike
(So apparently KoL ruins my perception. Huh. Who woulda thought?)
Sarton
I breathe softly, and dream about riding a dragon.
Granius Gallatin
"Um, big thing coming!"
Granius Gallatin
"REALLY BIG THING!"
Granius Gallatin
"BIG FLYING THING!"
Machaira Gallatin
I try to conceal myself and either Carnys or Sar, whichever is nearer to me. (Stealth)
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I'd act surprised or alarmed, but I think we all saw this coming. Figuratively speaking."
Angrissa Wavestrike
I shoot at Semiazas.
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Machaira Gallatin
(Umm...isn't Semi dead?)
Sarton
("Semiazas is dead!" screams my subconscious mind. :P)
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Die, curse you, die!"
Machaira Gallatin
(Abaddon is attacking, right?)
DM Rowen
The arrow sticks into her eye.  MG fades into the shadows.
Granius Gallatin
I take up a defensive stance, and position myself by a rock or something so I can get at least a bit of cover.
Granius Gallatin
Prepare a Riposte.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I whirl north, raising my hands and preparing for spell casting. Then I fire a single Star Missile north, both to illuminate and hopefully wound the target.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Machaira Gallatin
(Did I conceal one of the unconscious people?)
DM Rowen
Now everyone can here the rushing wind.  It sounds like rolling thunder coming at you from the north.
DM Rowen
Abbrupt”s star flies high into the sky and lights it up.  Then you all see Abaddon come out of the clouds lit up in its light.  He is coming right for the clearing.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Well, at least he's predictably stupid."
DM Rowen
Within seconds he crashes to the ground and slams into the southern gate.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"...Nice landing, though." I snark.
Machaira Gallatin
...?
DM Rowen
Looking at him you can see cuts and blood all over his body.  Scales are missing all over.
Granius Gallatin
I run over and start stabbing more. Abandon the Riposte, stabbity stabbity time.
Granius Gallatin
(I take ten. :P)
Machaira Gallatin
"What happened?" I whisper.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I run to get closer.
DM Rowen
Then a light brightens up the northern end other the clearing and a large white dragon enters flying after Abaddon.
Machaira Gallatin
...
Granius Gallatin
Stabbity stabbity.
DM Rowen
As Gran and Abb run to Abaddon the white dragon lands on top of him and sinks its teeth into his back.
DM Rowen
As you look the dragon does not looks so white as it does silver, its just glowing white.
Granius Gallatin
I step back cautiously.
Granius Gallatin
As in, more caution than Granius has ever displayed in his life.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I stay within combat range, but hold fire.
DM Rowen
Abaddon rolls with the other dragon on his back and manages to pin it under him with his huge feet.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I fire at scaleless spot on Abaddon, spending two stamina.
Machaira Gallatin
(Can we attack?)
onlinehost
Angrissa Wavestrike rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
DM Rowen
(You can.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I spend two stamina and fire a Star Missile at Abaddon's good eye.
onlinehost
Abbrupt Ceakiten rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Angrissa Wavestrike
(Yay, perk.)
DM Rowen
Angi's arrow sticks into Abaddon.
Granius Gallatin
Alright, charging in, aiming for Abbaddon's nearest vulnerable/injured area.
onlinehost
Granius Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
DM Rowen
Another star flies into Abaddons good eye and you see it explode. 
Machaira Gallatin
I spend two stamina a Xian Bombardment on Abaddon's head, then glug a stamina potion (net gain of 1 stamina).
onlinehost
Machaira Gallatin rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM Rowen
Gran charges in but is still unsure what is going on with the white dragon and doesn't do much other then stare in shock.
DM Rowen
MG casts an anvil on Abaddons head.  It lands on it and slides off.
DM Rowen
Abaddon, now blind brings his head down with his mouth open and bites the silver dragons head crushing it in his mouth.  You can here the crunching and snapping of bones.  
DM Rowen
Then right as the silver dragons head pulls away from its body, a white beam of light fills Abaddons mouth and his head bubbles outwards and then bursts.
DM Rowen
His body collapses over that of the headless silver dragon and does not move.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"That was..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"That was..."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"That was... unexpected."
DM Rowen
Carnys: "...No..."  She looks on in utter shock.
Machaira Gallatin
I stare.
Granius Gallatin
"...What."
Machaira Gallatin
"Was that.... Ciroth?"
DM Rowen
The silver dragons body slowly stops glowing.  Soon everything is dark but in the clearing other then the party and Carnys glowing softly.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Well... I guess that's that."
DM Rowen
Some stars peak out from above through the clouds.
Machaira Gallatin
"We won?"
Granius Gallatin
"I have no idea."
Machaira Gallatin
"We worked together to kill to dark dragon-construct thingies?"
Sarton
*snore*
DM Rowen
Carnys sits quietly and weeps.  You can hear her sobs.
Granius Gallatin
"What... what just happened."
Machaira Gallatin
I approach her, and ask softly, "Are you all right? Can you tell us what happened?"
Angrissa Wavestrike
I examine the silver dragon.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I have no idea, but I'm of the personal opinion that we need to get the nether off this island."
Granius Gallatin
"That's the most sensible thing anyone's said today."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Preferably before another god decides to use us as pawns."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Ahhhh!"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"What is it?"
Machaira Gallatin
I look over.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Ciroth, how am I supposed to interview you when you're dead?"
DM Rowen
Canys just sobs into her hands.
Machaira Gallatin
"So it was Ciroth," I say quietly.
Sarton
(You could revive the party member who has a spell that does that. :P)
Granius Gallatin
"Where'd that wine go?"
Machaira Gallatin
(Can we do anything to wake up Sar?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I reach into my pack and pull out a full bottle.
DM Rowen
(You can try.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Stupid dragons. No wonder they went exinct."
Machaira Gallatin
(umm...?)
Machaira Gallatin
(I administer a stamina potion to Sar.)
Machaira Gallatin
(Then go back to trying to comfort Carnys.)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Well, maybe."
DM Rowen
It trickles down his mouth.  He stirs and wakes up very groggy and with a spitting headache.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"We don't know if that's all of them."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Personally, I'd rather not find out."
Sarton
"Grahhayeagh. . . sweet gods, what happened?"
Machaira Gallatin
I look over to Sar. "Abaddon is dead. But Ciroth lost her life defeating him."
DM Rowen
Cranys sobs again when MG says this.
Granius Gallatin
I take a swig from my hip flask, and offer it to Abbrupt in exchange for some wine.
DM Rowen
"I don't want to be here anymore."  She chokes out between sobs.  "I want to leave.  I wish none of this had ever happened."
Sarton
"Um, if you'd like to say goodbye, I have a spell for that."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"No, go ahead, take the bottle. I got some more of my own."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I hold the bottle out to Granius.
Granius Gallatin
I start chugging the bottle.
Granius Gallatin
"Thanks."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Don't mention it."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I fish out the half-full bottle from the first camp we made and work my way through that.
DM Rowen
Carnys staggers up onto her feet.  "I'm leaving this island.  I'm leaving now."  Starts to stumble off to what must be the southeast.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I watch her go between swigs.
Granius Gallatin
"Um... should we go with Carnys?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Then I check my compass to confirm it is indeed southeast.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"You landlocked the ship, remember?"
Granius Gallatin
"Isn't that kind of our ride home?"
Sarton
"If she's leaving, we'd better follow. She's got the ship."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Yep."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I follow Carnys.
Machaira Gallatin
I follow Carnys too.
Granius Gallatin
I follow as well, still drinking.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"We spent six months on that ship! You're ready to call it quits after just a day?"
Sarton
"Or, if you can wait an hour, I can try to raise Semiazas again."
Machaira Gallatin
I glare at Sar.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Think of everything else we can explore and learn!"
Sarton
"We could ride an undead dragon into Eolith! Wouldn't that be sweet?"
DM Rowen
"I can make gold rain from the heavens if I wish.  I can pull the ship out with out a problem she calls back."
Machaira Gallatin
"I believe our task here is done. Let us leave this place in peace."
Granius Gallatin
"That raining currency sounds pretty good to me right now."
DM Rowen
"I want nothing but to forget all of this."
Angrissa Wavestrike
"That's not our problem!"
DM Rowen
She walks farther away and almost out of sight.  You can still see her glow.
Sarton
I follow her.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
(I'm following her.)
Angrissa Wavestrike
I mutter under my breath as I follow her.
DM Rowen
(Okay.)
Machaira Gallatin
I still am following too!
Machaira Gallatin
*I'm
Granius Gallatin
(I'm also following.)
Sarton
"Technically, Angie, we're hired help. I think we have to do as we're asked, much as I regret abandoning Project Dragon."
Sarton
"That's the project to raise one as a servant, you see."
DM Rowen
After a night of silence only interrupted by a few remarks as you reach the beach.  Ahead is the earthen dock and the ship.
DM Rowen
"I don't care what any of you do, stay if you want."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Finished with my bottle of wine, I stow it away, then pull out my last one.
DM Rowen
Carnys crosses the earth dock.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
Then I head to the ship.
Machaira Gallatin
I head for the ship too.
Angrissa Wavestrike
I grumble but head for the ship.
Granius Gallatin
"I am not staying here."
Granius Gallatin
I head for the ship.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"One thing I need to do."
Sarton
I stop on the beach, and look down at my feet as I think.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I stumble onto the ship, wine in hand.
Sarton
"Angie is right. There's a lot left to do. Who's up for staying behind?"
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I have no idea whether you helped us or not. It felt like you did, though... either way, I think I need to do this."
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I start pouring the wine out to sea.
Sarton
"Anyone?"
Machaira Gallatin
(I'm on the ship by this time)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"I've got a business to take care of back home, I'm afraid."
Machaira Gallatin
(Apparently Abbrupt is too)
Granius Gallatin
"I cannot stand being here for another moment."
Granius Gallatin
"Nothing here fights fair."
Machaira Gallatin
(that leaves...Sar and Angi?)
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Besides, I'd rather put this whole thing behind me."
Granius Gallatin
"Flying around and crap."
Granius Gallatin
"Like seriously, you've got fingers. Wield a sword!"
Sarton
"All right, then. Bon voyage." I sit down against a tree.
Granius Gallatin
"It's not like the fact that everything here is a goddamn turtle isn't unfair enough..."
DM Rowen
Once everyone is on board Carnys waves her hand behind her without looking.  The earthen dock crumbles into the sea.  
Abbrupt Ceakiten
I set up my candles on the deck and start performing my pre-voyage rituals and prayers.
Sarton
I wave goodbye as they sail away.
DM Rowen
The Captain comes up to Carnys, wide eye and start to yell about where she has been and what is going on.  “Look at what you have done to my ship!”
Angrissa Wavestrike
I stay with Sarton.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"But how will we get back?"
Machaira Gallatin
I wave to Sar and Angie. "Farewell, comrades!"
DM Rowen
Carnys looks at the Captain, points at him with a finger and you see him transform into a sheep.
Angrissa Wavestrike
"It's not history unless you can tell someone."
Machaira Gallatin
...
Sarton
"We'll figure something out. I'm still very optimistic about that dragon."
Granius Gallatin
"Bye folks."
Granius Gallatin
"Try not to die."
DM Rowen
She then barks out commands at the crew and they start running to do her commands.  Soon the ship is ready to leave.
Abbrupt Ceakiten
"Farewell!" I wave while doing a little ritual dance.
Sarton
I stand up and wave back?
Sarton
-?
Angrissa Wavestrike
"Bye!" I wave at the departing ship.
DM Rowen
She waves her hands once more and a large magical wind fills the sails and pulls the ship away from Theressa faster then any other wind could ever.  Soon, Sarton and Angi cannot see the ship any more from the beach.  The sun slow rises in the east and spills its light on them.
DM Rowen
END SESSION/ END CAMPAIGN
